The solution for retailers
Smart shopping experience

The Intelligent Grid enables you to

Intelligent Grid is a highly flexible and reconfigurable
platform that unifies lighting, power and
communications allowing retailers to easily
adapt to store layouts and merchandise changes.

•

Reduce store operating costs while
providing a dynamic and engaging
environment to maximise sales.

•

Change store layouts for product
seasonality and promotions without high
costs thanks to its flexible, modular design.

•

Track customer behaviour that complies
with GDPR and data protection regulations.

•

Reduce carbon footprint with energy
savings of up to 40 per cent versus LED
and 70 per cent versus fluorescent lighting.

•

Future-proof your building to support the
next generation of devices and innovations
in IoT and artificial intelligence.

•

Have the flexibility to provide Lighting
as a Service (LaaS) and offer a higher level
of service for less.

•

Configure rules-based software to control
lights and other building equipment based
on your sensor data.

Intelligent Grid creates user-centric and interactive
environments with Industry 4.0-enabled lighting,
sensors, cameras and devices connected to the
Cloud where IGS’ software for control, monitoring
and data analysis is hosted.
Retailers can create smart environments by varying
lighting ‘recipes’ on the fly and integrating IoT
sensors and devices to deliver a smarter, more
personalised in-store experience to customers.
This could include tailored mobile marketing, space
monitoring or in-store flow management systems.

Reduce operational costs
with Intelligent Grid
Intelligent Grid’s ability to deliver
strong cost savings on a total cost
of ownership basis, combined with
communications functionality, is
enabled by IGS’ proprietary and
patented use of three-phase power.

Efficient installation, reconfiguration and maintenance
Intelligent Grid’s components are modular and scalable, enabling simple and efficient removal and
repositioning, requiring just a screwdriver.
• Zero-flicker LEDs for optimum performance.
• Dim smoothly to zero for maximum control.
• Non-technical personnel can maintain and reconfigure Intelligent Grid safely and efficiently.

Environmental sensor
e.g. temperature,
humidity, CO2
Hub, connectors and busbars
(5 m maximum length)

Busbars at 45° give flexibility
to install in irregular space
configurations

Transformer

Take off box and
amenity light
Communications
for fire and CCTV
security

About IGS and Intelligent Grid
IGS is a technology company which delivers platforms that create ideal conditions for life,
based upon a culture of continuous innovation, brilliant, simple design and a refusal
to accept conventional thinking.
Founded in 2013, IGS originally brought together decades of farming and engineering
experience to create an agritech business with a vision to revolutionise the indoor growing
market. Our commitment to innovation has continued apace and we have evolved the
applications of our technology beyond agriculture to create solutions for a wide variety
of indoor environments which enhance life for people and plants: the Intelligent Grid.
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